
Date Time Country Economic Data Measures Forecast Previous

17-Aug 4:31 GBP Rightmove HPI m/m
It's a leading indicator of the housing industry's health because rising

house prices attract investors and spur industry activity;
0 -0.002

17-Aug 18:00 USD Empire State Manufacturing Index

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and changes in their sentiment can be an early

signal of future economic activity such as spending, hiring, and

investment;

14.6 17.2

17-Aug 17th-21st USD Mortgage Delinquencies

Although it's generally viewed as a lagging indicator, the number of

delinquencies can be an important signal of the housing market's

health because it's correlated with home inventories.

0 0.0436

17-Aug 19:30 USD NAHB Housing Market Index Level of a diffusion index based on surveyed home builders; 74 72

18-Aug 1:30 USD TIC Long-Term Purchases

Demand for domestic securities and currency demand are directly

linked because foreigners must buy the domestic currency to purchase

the nation's securities;

0 127.0B

18-Aug Tentative GBP 30-y Bond Auction
Yields are set by bond market investors, and therefore they can be

used to decipher investors' outlook on future interest rates.
0 0

18-Aug 18:00 USD Building Permits

It's an excellent gauge of future construction activity because

obtaining a permit is among the first steps in constructing a new

building;

1.33M 1.26M
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Date Time Country Economic Data Measures Forecast Previous

18-Aug 18:00 USD Housing Starts

It's a leading indicator of economic health because building

construction produces a wide-reaching ripple effect. For example, jobs

are created for the construction workers, subcontractors and

inspectors are hired

1.23M 1.19M

19-Aug 11:30 GBP CPI y/y

Consumer prices account for a majority of overall inflation. Inflation is

important to currency valuation because rising prices lead the central

bank to raise interest rates out of respect for their inflation

containment mandate;

0.005 0.006

19-Aug 11:30 GBP Core CPI y/y
Change in the price of goods and services purchased by consumers,

excluding the volatile food, energy, alcohol, and tobacco items;
0.013 0.014

19-Aug 11:30 GBP PPI Input m/m

It's a leading indicator of consumer inflation - when manufacturers pay

more for goods the higher costs are usually passed on to the

consumer;

0.011 0.024

19-Aug 11:30 GBP PPI Output m/m Change in the price of goods sold by manufacturers; 0.002 0.003

19-Aug 11:30 GBP RPI y/y
Change in the price of goods and services purchased by consumers for

the purpose of consumption;
0.012 0.011

19-Aug 13:30 EUR Current Account

It's directly linked to currency demand - a rising surplus indicates that

foreigners are buying more of the domestic currency to execute

transactions in the region;

0 8.0B

19-Aug 14:30 EUR Final CPI y/y

Consumer prices account for a majority of overall inflation. Inflation is

important to currency valuation because rising prices lead the central

bank to raise interest rates out of respect for their inflation

containment mandate;

0.004 0.003



Date Time Country Economic Data Measures Forecast Previous

19-Aug 14:30 EUR Final Core CPI y/y
Change in the price of goods and services purchased by consumers,

excluding food, energy, alcohol, and tobacco;
0.012 0.012

19-Aug All Day All OPEC-JMMC Meetings
The Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), Joint

Ministerial Monitoring Committee (JMMC);
0 0

19-Aug Tentative EUR German 30-y Bond Auction
Yields are set by bond market investors, and therefore they can be

used to decipher investors' outlook on future interest rates.
0 -0.06|2.4

19-Aug 20:00 USD Crude Oil Inventories

It's the primary gauge of supply and demand imbalances in the

market, which can lead to changes in production levels and price

volatility;

0 -4.5M

19-Aug 23:30 USD FOMC Meeting Minutes

It's a detailed record of the FOMC's most recent meeting, providing in-

depth insights into the economic and financial conditions that

influenced their vote on where to set interest rates;

0 0

20-Aug 11:30 EUR German PPI m/m

It's a leading indicator of consumer inflation - when manufacturers

charge more for goods the higher costs are usually passed on to the

consumer;

0.001 0

20-Aug 15:30 GBP CBI Industrial Order Expectations

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and changes in their expectations can be an early

signal of future economic activity such as spending, hiring, and

investment;

-34 -46

20-Aug 17:00 EUR ECB Monetary Policy Meeting Accounts

It's a detailed record of the ECB Governing Board's most recent

meeting, providing in-depth insights into the economic conditions that

influenced their decision on where to set interest rates;

0 0



Date Time Country Economic Data Measures Forecast Previous

20-Aug 18:00 USD Philly Fed Manufacturing Index

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and changes in their sentiment can be an early

signal of future economic activity such as spending, hiring, and

investment;

21 24.1

20-Aug 18:00 USD Unemployment Claims

Although it's generally viewed as a lagging indicator, the number of

unemployed people is an important signal of overall economic health

because consumer spending is highly correlated with labor-market

conditions

990K 963K

20-Aug 20:00 USD Natural Gas Storage
Change in the number of cubic feet of natural gas held in underground

storage during the past week;
0 58B

21-Aug 4:31 GBP GfK Consumer Confidence
Financial confidence is a leading indicator of consumer spending,

which accounts for a majority of overall economic activity;
-25 -27

21-Aug 11:30 GBP Public Sector Net Borrowing

Difference in value between spending and income for public

corporations, the central government, and local governments during

the previous month;

28.3B 34.8B

21-Aug 11:30 GBP Retail Sales m/m
It's the primary gauge of consumer spending, which accounts for the

majority of overall economic activity;
0.02 0.139

21-Aug 12:45 EUR French Flash Services PMI

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and their purchasing managers hold perhaps the

most current and relevant insight into the company's view of the

economy;

56.3 57.3

21-Aug 12:45 EUR French Flash Manufacturing PMI

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and their purchasing managers hold perhaps the

most current and relevant insight into the company's view of the

economy;

53 52.4



Date Time Country Economic Data Measures Forecast Previous

21-Aug 13:00 EUR German Flash Manufacturing PMI

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and their purchasing managers hold perhaps the

most current and relevant insight into the company's view of the

economy;

52.2 51

21-Aug 13:00 EUR German Flash Services PMI

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and their purchasing managers hold perhaps the

most current and relevant insight into the company's view of the

economy;

55.3 55.6

21-Aug 13:30 EUR Flash Manufacturing PMI

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and their purchasing managers hold perhaps the

most current and relevant insight into the company's view of the

economy;

52.7 51.8

21-Aug Time GBP Flash Manufacturing PMI

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and their purchasing managers hold perhaps the

most current and relevant insight into the company's view of the

economy;

54 53.3

21-Aug 14:00 GBP Flash Services PMI

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and their purchasing managers hold perhaps the

most current and relevant insight into the company's view of the

economy;

57 56.5

21-Aug 14:00 USD Flash Manufacturing PMI

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and their purchasing managers hold perhaps the

most current and relevant insight into the company's view of the

economy;

51.6 50.9

21-Aug 19:15 USD Flash Services PMI

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and their purchasing managers hold perhaps the

most current and relevant insight into the company's view of the

economy;

50.7 50

21-Aug 19:15 EUR Consumer Confidence
Financial confidence is a leading indicator of consumer spending,

which accounts for a majority of overall economic activity;
-15 -15

21-Aug 19:30 USD Existing Home Sales
Annualized number of residential buildings that were sold during the

previous month, excluding new construction;
5.40M 4.72M



Eurozone GDP fell by 12.1% in the second quarter of the year, its biggest single quarter drop in history as the coronavirus' true impact on the continent's economy emerges.

GDP fell by 12.1% in the euro area and 11.9% in the wider EU in the second quarter of the year, data by Eurostat showed Friday. This is significantly higher than Q1

contraction figures, where GDP fell by 3.6% in the euro area and by 3.2% in the EU. GDP levels were also 15% lower in the euro area compared to Q2 2019, and 14.4%

lower in the EU. Countries that were most hard hit were Spain, whic hsuffered an 18.5% decline in Q2 compared to the previous quarter, and Portugal which contracted by

14.1%. Lithuania recorded the lowest decline of 5.1% compared to the previous quarter. Spain was one of the countries to be first be severely hit by the coronavirus

pandemic in Europe, and was one of the first economies to be placed under a lockdown. Spain had a more stringent lockdown compared to other European counterparts,

meaning even lower economic activity. 

KEY DEVELOPMENTS – INTERNATIONAL

China’s retail sales unexpectedly fell in July from a year ago while the comeback in factory output was slower than forecast amid signs the recovery in the world’s second-

largest economy remains fragile. Industrial output grew 4.8% in July from a year earlier, data from the National Bureau of Statistics showed, in line with June’s growth and

missing analysts forecast for a 5.1% rise. Retail sales dropped 1.1% on year, worse than a predicted 0.1% rise and compared with a 1.8% drop in June. Sales fell for the

seventh straight month as consumer demand remained sluggish despite strict coronavirus containment measures easing. China’s economy returned to growth in the second

quarter after a deep slump at the start of the year, but unexpected weakness in domestic consumption has strained the recovery momentum. Fixed-asset investment fell

1.6% in January-July from the same period last year, in line with expectations and recovering from a 3.1% decline in the first half of the year. Private sector fixed-asset

investment, which accounts for 60% of total investment, fell 5.7% in January-July, compared with a 7.3% decline in the first half of the year.      

The number of Americans applying for initial unemployment benefits fell to 963,000 last week, the lowest weekly total since late March, when lockdowns were put in place

around the country to slow the spread of Covid-19. The numbers add to evidence of an ongoing recovery in the labor market, despite fears that the improvement had stalled

due to the surge in coronavirus cases across the south and west of the U.S. in June and July. In addition, the Labor Department said another 489,000 people applied for

Pandemic Unemployment Assistance, down from 656,000 the previous week. The sharp drop may reflect in part the reduced incentive to apply for the benefits, funding for

which under the CARES Act expired at the end of July. Investors are worried that that last month’s expiration of the extra $600 in enhanced weekly unemployment benefits

will hit consumer spending and act a drag on the recovery.       

Britain said its latest round of trade talks with the United States made positive progress in many areas, and that both sides agreed negotiations should continue at pace in

the coming months. After leaving the European Union earlier this year Britain is trying to tie up swift trade deals with major partners like the United States to capitalize on its

new freedom to strike bilateral deals rather than EU-wide ones. "Positive progress continues to be made in many of the areas covered by an agreement," the British trade

department said in a statement. "Both sides reaffirmed their commitment to negotiating a comprehensive and ambitious agreement. In terms of the timeline of

negotiations, it was agreed that they should continue at pace throughout the Autumn." Nevertheless, the government said international trade minister Liz Truss had told her

U.S. counterparts that retaliatory tariffs imposed on EU goods - which still impact British goods like Scotch Whisky - were unacceptable and should be removed. Total trade

between the two countries was valued at 232.7 billion pounds in 2019, according to British statistics.      

U.S. consumer prices increased more than expected in July, with a measure of underlying inflation rising by the most in 29-1/2 years as the costs of goods and services

climbed. The report from the Labor Department on Wednesday probably does not mark the start of a troubling rise in inflation, and the Federal Reserve is likely to continue

pumping money into the economy to aid the recovery from the COVID-19 recession. Tens of millions of Americans are unemployed and coronavirus infections are spreading

across the country. The consumer price index rose 0.6% last month, with gasoline accounting for a quarter of the gain. The CPI increased by the same margin in June. In

the 12 months through July, the CPI accelerated 1.0% after climbing 0.6% in June. Excluding the volatile food and energy components, the CPI jumped 0.6% last month.

That was the largest gain since January 1991 and followed a 0.2% rise in June. In the 12 months through July, the core CPI surged 1.6% after increasing 1.2% in June. The

Federal Reserve has adopted an extraordinarily easy monetary policy, which has seen the U.S. central bank slashing interest rates to near zero as well as making large-scale

asset purchases and funneling loans to firms among other measures.      
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